INDIANAPOLIS
BOILER GOLD RUSH SENSORY GUIDE

Accessibility
Disability Resource Center (DRC)
If you need accommodations during BGR or throughout the year, please contact the DRC at drc@purdue.edu or call (765) 494-1247

Physical Accommodations
If you need mobility assistance to navigate BGR, please inform your Team Leader and staff will transport you via golf cart.

Report a Physical Barrier
If you discover a barrier to your physical access on campus, please let us know by submitting a report on your PurdueGuide app.

Tuesday | Aug. 15
BGR CHECK-IN
MEET THE TEAMS
BGR KICKOFF IN WEST LAFAYETTE

Wednesday | Aug. 16
BGR OPENING CEREMONY
BGR OPEN HOUSE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WELCOME
STUDENT MINGLES

Thursday | Aug. 17
PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
BGR COLLEGE WELCOMES
THE ILLUSIONIST: MICHAEL JOHN

Friday | Aug. 18
DIVERSITY: THE BOILERMAKER WAY
ACADEMIC SUCCESS & FACULTY PANEL
BOILER FIELD DAY

Saturday | Aug. 19
WELLNESS IS YOU
BGR SENDOFF CEREMONY
PURDUE LAUNCH PARTY

What does each symbol mean?

ＬARGE GROUPS
This event will involve being in a space with a large number of people.

MOVEMENT
This event will involve physical activity such as walking, running, jumping, dancing, or similar movement.

LIGHTS / FLASHING
This event will involve activities with visual stimulation such as the use of fog or flashing lights/colors.

LOUD NOISES
This event will involve activities with auditory stimulation such as loud noises or music.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
This event will involve some amount of socializing with other students, staff, or faculty members.

LOW-SENSORY ALTERNATIVE
This event will offer an alternate event or version of the event with less expected stimulation. These options will be listed in PurdueGuide.

About this Guide
This guide is designed to help our neurodiverse students navigate Boiler Gold Rush by informing them of what to expect at each main event. We hope that students will use it in order to preview events and make informed decisions about how they participate during the week.

Full BGR Schedule
This sensory guide is not a full list of our Boiler Gold Rush events. For a full schedule, download the PurdueGuide app by scanning the QR code below, then search for “Boiler Gold Rush in Indianapolis (2024)”

Sponsors
Orientation Programs would like to thank all of our sponsors, whose generosity helped make BGR 2024 a success.

Purdue Federal Credit Union
University Book Store